
--------------------------------------------------
      PRES. OBAMA: 
  "I have two words for you: Predator Drones. You will never see it 
   coming!  . . . You think I'm joking?!" 

    This is a ghastly threat to the American people, declaring that they 
  can be assassinated stealthily from the sky, merely at the whim of 
  murderers in our federal government who have already perpetrated the 
  drone slaughter of thousands of innocent civilians in foreign countries, 
  most of whom were women and children, and all of whom were not 
  even identifiable by the sky snipers, much less charged with a crime, 
  much less tried and convicted of even the mildest crime. These sky 
  drone snipers cavalierly slaughter strangers on the ground via a video 
  screen thousands of miles away. 
    Well now, this terroristic program of sky assassinating uncharged, 
  unconvicted victims is being extended to Americans. Obama's threat  
  is clear: If you are Disliked, you can be Assassinated by "Predator* 
  Drones. A predator sneak attacks its helpless unsuspecting victims. 
    Any journalist who ignores his moral imperative to alert Americans 
  to this Hitler-level program of mass murder in America deserves to 
  turn in his credentials and allow someone to take over his job of 
  opposing Naziism. Millions were slaughtered by Hitler because 
  journalists failed to alert the people before the cost of their courage 
  was measured in blood. 
    You know that drone assassins will target the growing multitude of 
  activists and journalists who are now opposing the iron fist of tyranny 
  which is abruptly smashing down on all of us. What, then, will you do 
  to protect millions of imperiled Americans exercising their right to 
  speak and assemble against tyranny here at home?  
    President Oh-Bomb-us has proclaimed his vow to bomb us -- you and 
  me -- if we cry out in our growing state of suffering under tyranny.  
    Journalists, professional and amateur, we must quickly alert the 
  citizenry, and alert small TV, radio, and print news media . . . or else 
  we will be bombed from the skies for speaking as free Americans.  
        Let US Get Fired Up, or Get Fired Upon! 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATP9OfiFd6E 
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